TRACKING
AUTOMATION
WITH MAKEMEREACH, SAVE TIME BY
AUTOMATING URL SETUP!

In digital advertising, tracking is crucial. Tracking Automation within
the MakeMeReach Automation Center can help you save a lot of
time and manual effort in the setup of tracking URLs.

By creating a Tracking Strategy in MakeMeReach, you can
transform your URLs to automatically add the tracking

elements you need. Having the right tracking URLs in place will

help you track where your ad traffic is coming from and identify
ads that helped drive a specific conversion. And by automating
your URL parameters, you’ll have a much more efficient way
of tracking which link people clicked to get to your ad’s
destination.

Tracking Automation can also be used to track your own
conversions via S2S integration or to automatically transform your
URLs to match your attribution partner. That way you can trust you
have one source of the truth when it comes to attribution!

IN MAKEMEREACH, SETTING UP TRACKING
STRATEGIES IS EASY!

1
CREATE A
NEW STRATEGY

In the Automation Center,
click the button at the
top left to create a new
Tracking strategy.

Name your strategy first, and then design your URL parameters.

2
URL PARAMETERS
Let’s say you want to set up UTM Sources - simply input your
parameter in the field, and it will be automatically added to the
end of your ad URL!

3
DYNAMIC
PARAMETERS
Going further, you can use the menu at the right of the field to input
dynamic parameters, such as the campaign name or the ad set
placements used. Or, use custom parameters to define it based on
your specific needs!

contact@makemereach.com

MakeMeReach is the preferred partner of 4000+ companies
worldwide for online ad campaign management.

Thanks to our proprietary technology, we empower brands and
agencies to maximize their ads performances and reduce their
campaign management time.

REACH US AT

makemereach.com

